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The Role of Interstate Banking in the 
Diffusiou of Electronic Payments iechnology 

I. Introduction and Conclusions. 

:rhe most important technological change in payment methods has been the 

development of electronic alternatives to paper-based cash and check systems. 

During the 1970a, the firms involved in thia development and the popular press 

projected a near-term cashless and checkless society as a result of this techno

logical change in payments means. However, it is currently clear that the elect

ronics revolution is not arriving on time. ihe electronic payments transaction 

volume performed by ACH (automated clearing houses) and wire transfer networks 

was less than .3 percent of all payments (cash, check, ACI!, and wire) in 1983. 

ihe problem is that while technological change makes certain things 

possible, such as the substitution of electronic payment means for cash and check.,;, 

institutional factors and their resultant economic impacts effectively block impl~

mentation of such a substitution on a large scale. In addition to technological 

feasibility, two necessary conditions for electronic payments diffusion are 

currently unmet. First, it is necessary for users, particularly the lay public, to 

become familiar with and comfortable with electronic paymeut methods and perceive 

them to be safe. Second, the effective user costs of electronic pay,:,ents must be 

close to or lower than the user costs of non-electronic alternatives-which is no~ 

currently the case. On average, checks have lower user costs--in fact these cost,s are 

negative--because of the float benefits attached to check use but not to electronic 

payments. The current high cost-low usage situation for electronic alternatives 

appears to be a sustainable equilibrium because (I) as long as user coats of elect-

ronic payments remain high, the public will not become familiar with these alterm.

tives and use them regularly, and (2) the possibility of exploiting cost-reducing 

scale economies in the production of electronic payments will be foiled as long 

as usage is low, 



This paper demonstrates how long-standing institutional factors have 

essentially neutralized the diffusion of electronic payments practices. We discuss 

these institutional factors, which include: {l) the eldsting framework of legal 

rights and liabilities governing the payments system, {2) the "market fallurett 

involved in the use of checks, due to the e~ternalities of float transfer payments, 

(3) the difficulty of negotiation among large groups of agents with regard to the 

distribution of benefits from adopting new techniques, {4) the reluctance of 

users to alter set behavior patterns, and {5) the pricing practices of retail 

establishments that accept payments which have shown strong resistance to change. 

We also demonstrate that the technologically-determined scale economies involved in 

processing electronic payments can not be sufficiently exploited to reduce costs 

to the degree necessary to overcome these institutional harriers given the current 

structure of the bahking industry~ Finally, we posit an alternative scenario 

that we expect to drive the future development and use of electronic payments. 

Thia scenario involves an important institutional cha~ge--inter.s.tate banking--which 

will take place for reasons exogenous to the payments system. 

Our premise, supported by the results of our forthcoming empirical 

study (Berger, Humphrey, and Frodin (19BS)), is that interstate banking can 

profoundly affect the way in which checks are cleared, with important spillover 

effects onto electronic funds transfers. lnterstste banking will increase the 

proportion of "on-us" checks, those requiring no external processing and creating 

no interbank float. lt will slso dramatically reduce the number of handlings 

required for transit check ite111S--checks that are now sent between some 15,000 

different banks. Bank consolidation will concentrate check handlings into fewer 

and larger correspondent hanks, with fewer items processed by the Federal Reserve. 

These changes alone will encourage electronic payments diffusion somewhat, as the 
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float benefits of check usage decrease and the costs of electronic payments 

processing falls since larger payment volumes could be sent to fewer presentment 

endpoints. 

However, sore important is that a smaller number of larger correspondent 

banks will, because of cost economies, encourage check truncation, which is a 

~back-office" method of "electrooifying" paper check transactions. Users may 

continue to write checks, but their processing and collection will be through an 

ACH network. This aspect of increased ACH use will also reduce costs for non-tnm

cation ACH users, as scale and scope economies are exploited. Another possibilit;;r, 

albeit less likely than check truncation, regards the internalization of more of 

the payments externalities in an interstate banking environment. Larger banks 

may (1) induce consumers to become familiar with replacing checka by electronic 

transfers by temporarily raising charges on the former to subsidize development 

of the latter, and/or (2) induce merchants to price-differentiate their products 

by payments means by giving subsidies to merchants who do so. 

Il. Substitutability Among Payments Means.· 

In this section, we briefly describe the major payments instruments and 

show their uses. We also outline the possibilities for substitution between 

electronic and non-electronic payments media and illustrate the primary variables 

affecting the relative demand and supply functions for payment instruments. 

A. Description of Payments Means. 

In the list below, we briefly describe each payments means, how the 

underlying processing might be performed, and indicate with an asterisk (*) when 

electronics are used. Note that virtually ell transactions other then cash becooo 

electronic once they reach the bank of last deposit. 
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Cash - May be obtained from a teller, automated teller machine {ATM}*, or cash 
dispenser (CD)*. 

Cheds - Provide provisional funds that often engender mail float and inter-bank 
processing and transportation float. May be processed as an on-us item, through 
a direct exchange, correspondent bank, the Federal Reserve, or be truncated, where 
the interbank funds are sent by ACHA. This last method of check collection 
should be distinguished from check safekeeping or truncation at the bank of last 
deposit, where the collection of funds is conventional but the bank saves postage 
by not mailing the physical items to the payor, 

Mone; Orders and Travelers Checks - Hay be purchased from merchant or financial 
institutions using only good funds. Substitutes for checks when provisional funds 
are unacceptable. Processed and issued by bank holding companies and service 
companies. 

Credit Cards - Provide provisional funds, verifiable for lsrge transactions, usually 
creates processing and billing float. May be processed entirely through service 
companies (e.g. American Express) or in conjunction with banks (e.g. Visa}. May 
he collected by monthly check payment or automatic ACH debit to bank account via 
prior agree111ent*. 

Autonated Clearing House (ACH)"' - Allows a party to initiate a debitc or credit with 
another party automatically with one or two days notice to the bank and a signed 
agreement between the parties. Trailing descriptive data accompany the funds 
transfer. Usually used for direct deposit of payroll or U.S. government income 
payments (about 60 percent of current use), or other regular payments like insurance 
premiums. Most of the processing is done by the Federal Reserve. The Corporate 
Trade Payments (CTP) pilot program is sn experiment in which participating corpora
tions initiate the transfers, which include more detailed trailing information. 
Banks and the Federal Reserve collaborate on processing and Settlemsnt for CTP, 

Wire Transfers* - Can be used to transfer same-day good funds to any other party in 
the U.S. almost immediately. Can be processed through Fedwire (Federal Reserve 
System) or ClilPS, CHESS or CashWire (international, regional, and national 
private-sector systems). 

Point of Sale (POS)* with Debit Card or Smart Card - Provide non-provisional 
paymsnt in which the customer's account is debited immediately and transfer made 
to the merchant's account, or the funds may be already withdrawn and enbedded in 
the card (smart card). May be operated by one or more banks in conjunction with 
one or more merchants and perhaps a service agency. 

Autonated Teller Machine (ATM)* or Cash Dispenser (CD)* - CD's may be used only 
to withdraw cash from an account. ATM's may be used to withdraw cash, determine 
balances, transfer funds among an individual's accounts, or to make regular bill 
payments, for items such as loans, credit cards, utilities, etc. Bill payments 
may be transfers between accounts of different customers at the ss""' hank or may be 
processed as ACH items for transfers between banks. 

Telephone Transfer*, Home Banking* 
above, except cash disbursement. 

Can he nsed for any of the AT)! functions 
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It 1s important to note that the only non-electronic payment form that 

can be made electronically without the user's active participation is check 

truncation with interb,rnk funds collection by ACH. Even this form requires some 

type of user participation since check writers will not receive the canceled checks. 

Currently, truncation 1s practically non-existent, e1<cept for credit union share 

drafts, which must be truncated by law. 

B. The Use of Different Payment Means and the Range of Substitutability, 

The current use of the major payments methods is shown in Table l, 

These data apply to all types of users, both indivi~usl and business, In terms 

of volume, non-electronic payments comprise more than 99 percent of all transactions. 

In teims of dollar value, however, the roles are reversed; non-electronic payments 

account for more than 75 percent of the total dollars transacted. 

The differences in average dollar size across payments methods limits the 

range of potential future substitutability between non-electronic and electronic 

payments means. For small dollar payments, cash cu=ently predominates. However, 

POS is a possiblility to replace some retail store cash payments in the future. 

ACH, ATM and telephone transfer payments are too cumbersome to replace cash in 

small transactions, Checks, credit cards, money orders, and travelers checks gene

rally are used for middle-sized transactions. POS systems could replace many of 

these transactions in retail stores, For routine payments, such as those to utili

ties, loan payments, etc., ACH, ATM, telephone transfer, and ho""'- banking could 

be substituted. ACII also can be important in payroll disbursement, liigh dollar 

payments are almost exclusively corporate-to-corporate transfers or financial market 

transactions via wire transfer networks.l The only effective substitute for these 

is the Corporate Trade Payments ACH, The following chart illustrates the main 

substitutions possible between major non-electronic and electronic payment media. 



Table I 

Volume, Value, and Growth of Different Payment Instruments 

Average Annual 
Type of Payment Volume Total Value Dollar Growth 

lnstrnment (millions) ($trillions) Value ( 1981-1983) 

Non Electronic 

Cash 112,000 $2.8 $25 " Checks 40,000 $36.0 $910 6' 
Credit Cards ''" Money Orders $70 
Travelers Checks 

Electronic 

ACH 400 $0.7 $1800 "' Arn• 
,os 
Wire Transfers 57 $142.0 $2,500,000 11, 

*Bill pay..,_nt transaction only. Excludes cash withdrawal, balance inquiry, 
and balance transfer transactions. 

Source: l!umphrey (1984), p.6. 

Percent 
Volume 

Composition 



Value of the 
Transaction 

Low dollar 

Medium dollar 

High dollar 
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Hon-Electronic 
Payment Method 

Cash 

Checks, credit carda 
money orders, travelers 
checks 

Electronic 
Payment Method 

,OS 

POS, ACH, ATM, 
telephone transfer, 
home banking 

Wire transfers, 
Corporate Trade 
Payments ACH 

The most important substitution from a social viewpoint would be between 

checks and electronics, since check payments constitute 93 percent of the non

electronic payment dollars and, as shown in a later section, are the most socially 

wasteful of resources. The current distribution of check usage among individuals 

(55%), businesses (40%), and government (5%) is shown graphically in figure 1. 

The three most important classes of traosfers--individuals vriting checks to 

businesses (49%), businesses vriting checks to businesses (23%), and businesses 

writing checks to individuals (16%)-accounts for fully 88 percent of all checks 

vritten. But the potential electronic substitutes for these three classes of 

check payments often require different types of electronic access arrangements. 

For example, direct access to electronics is needed for government and business 

but indirect access--through ATM, POS, or telephone transfer syste111B--is required 

for individuals, as shovn in parentheses in Figure 1. Clearly, substantial invest

ment and effort vill be required to break the public of its check vriting habits. 

The remainder of this section broadly outlines de,aand and supply relations 

for payments instruments. Future changes in technology, institutions, and industrial 

structure can lead to substitution of electronic for non-electronic payments methods 

through these demand and supply functions. Folloving sections vill outline how 

these changes might occur. 



0% 

l'igun 1 
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(Electronic Bnbstitutes are shown in psrentbesis} 

6% 

4% 
(ACH} 
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Individuals ,,, 

69% 
(POS, ACH, 
ATM, Tele

phone tranBferB 
home banking) 

Businessen 
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c. Demand and Supply for Payments Instruments. 

The demand for a payment instrument can be e,q,ressed notationally as: 

(l) D1 • f( P(U)1 - P{U)j, V1, D1S, POP, AS, Y, R) 

where: 

n1 ~ demand for payments instrument i relative to total transactions 
(the latter are assumed to be fixed); 

P(U)f -own user price; 

P(U)j -user prices of alternative payments instruments; 

v, -value of <oe transaction underlying the payment; 

,1, -distance ,, the user to the closest bank branch; 

''' -population growth; 

" • age structure of the population; 

' - income level of the uaer; .. , 
R m race of the user. 

The relative demand function in (1) is straightforward except for the 

formulation of relative user prices. The total demand for payments instruments is 

assulll!!d to be exogenous, depending upon the transactions that individuals and firms 

choose to make. The distribution of transactions across payments instruments depends 

on the differences between user prices of alterostive instruments; P(U)i - P(U)j is 

the extra payment the user must make for use of instrument i rather than instrument j. 

The user cost of pay111Snts, P(U), has three cost components, each apring

ing from a different source: 

where: 

P(Sh ~ supply price of instrument i charged by the payment supplier, such as a 
per-check fee and/or the cost of a balance requirement; 

M~FC1 ~ Merchant Handling and Float Charge--...hat the payee charges the payor 
for using instrument i over and above the price of the good or service 
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being purchased for the purpose of recovering payment handling and 
float costs, such as a premium for using a credit card gas stations; 

Float Transfer Payment--the interest earned by the payor and lost by 
the payee before the funds are actually collected; 

r • daily llllitket interest rate; and 

average number of days until collection of funds from the payor (or 
the debit to his account); 

P(S) is charged directly by the supplier of the payments instrument. We assume fnr 

simplicity that P(S) is directly assessed on the payor. MHFC is the fee charged 

directly by the merchant or other payee which may or raay differ across payment folllll.'l. 

The merchant's price P(M)1 includes the basic cost of (and normal return on) goods 

and services P(G+S) plus the merchant's handling and float coats of the different 

payment instruments used in the transaction= 

{3) P(M)i • P(G+S) + MHFCi. 

P(G+S) 1111y be thought of as the price the merchant would cherge if customers wouH 

simply walk out of the store and immediately deposit good funds in his bank accoU.llt 

instead of having him handle the payment transaction, Merchants have no donht 

attempted to pass on to the consumer the marginal costs of handling different pay

ment instruments (MCR1) plus the costs of float (FTI'i)- Until recently, this has 

been done by raising the price for using all payments instruments equally using a 

a weighted average-setting MHFC1 ~ MHCF, where MHCF al n 1 (MCH1 + FTP1) and 

ni is the proportion of transactions using instrument 1-rather than recovering 

the costs of each instrument separately-MIIFCi ~ MCHt + FTP1 , for all i. If 

the latter condition holds, then we say that the merchant is neutral with respect 

to the payor's choice of payment means; the same profit will be made regardless 

of pay,,.,nt choice. If a fitm accepts payment in forms 1 sod j, where MClit + FTP1) 

MCHj + i'TPj, and sets MHFCi < MCHt + FTPi and MHFCj > MCHj + FTPj, we say that 

the firn is -subsidizing" the use of the high cost instrument i and "taxing" 
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the use of the low cost instrument j. 

Nm,,erous cross-section survey studies of the use of different subsets 

of payments instruments (citations here) have shown that usage differs consider

ably with the ~alue of the underlying transaction (V), the distance of the user 

to a bank brand! office (DIS), population gro<n.h (POP), and the age (AS), income 

(Y), and race (R) of the user. No study, to oot knowledge, has ever determined 

the importance of relative user costs, P(U)1 - P(Ulj, in the demand for payments 

instruments, kcurate series of supplier prir,e data, P(S), are difficult to 

obtain and the existence of surcharges and transfer payments, MHFC and FTP, 

substantially complicate estimation of user prices. 

The ~ariables other than user price which should affect the de=nd for 

payments inst:raments are relatively straightforward and can be summarized as follows: 

• Value of the transaction (V): Related to safety, convenience, regularity 
of payments and relations between payor and payee. Small, infrequent trans
actions between anonymous partidpants are -most easily handled in cash or 
by POS ilhich give payment in non-provisional funds requiring no complex 
certifications. Middle-sized regular payments are more suited to checks, 
POS, ACE:, or Al'M, to avoid the safety problems of cash. Large transactions 
usually require speedy transfers, often across large distances, requiring use 
of wire transfers. Regular large business transactions may also be handled 
by CTI' !.CR. • 

• Distance to a bank branch (DIS): This variable is iu:portant in infl.uencing the 
relative use of cash versus checks for those users with checking accounts 
(80 to 10 percent of the population}. Distance to a bank branch, or to an 
ATM or CD, reflects the convenience aspect of being able to withdraw cash. 
Some studies (citations here) indicate that the increasing convenience 
both in place and time (with 24 hour access} of cash withdrawal made 
available by ATMa and CDs has lowered the public's average holdings of 
idle cash balances (while the growth of the underground economy has moved 
cash holdings in the opposite direction). 

<'I Population growth (POP) and age structure (AS): Domestk. U.S. use of cash and 
checks for nortnal consumer transactions are affected hy the overall 
expansi~n of the population and its division into adult and non-adult age 
classes. due to consumer inertia, electronics anxiety, etc, Current use 
of Anis, CDs, POS, and ACH for bill payments are primarily concentrated 
in the young adult age groups. However, these variables do not affect 
financial market transactions (e.g., interbank funding, foreign exchange 
transact.ions, and U.S. government securities transfers), which do"1inste 
wire transfer volume; and 



o Income level (Y) and race (R) of user: Income and race are empirically 
aaanciated with the use of credit cards and checks versus cash and money 
order use. Use of provisional funds (credit cards and checks) is restricted 
by past and present discrimination and persists in part due to consumer 
inertia, favoring the use of final funds methods (cash and money orders) 
for lower income and/or nonwhite groups. 

We assume an oligopolistic pricing mechanism for payments. The 

supply price of payments instruments takes the form of a multiplicative markup 

over the unit costs of a firm: 

where: 

unit supply price of the 1th instrument offered by a payments
producing or supplying institution; 

m ~ fll8.rkup factor, where m ~ I indicates that notmal profits are 
being earned; 

g(•) • short-run unit cost function which includes normal profits; 

the unit costs of labor, capital, and intermediate inputs or 
services which are used to produce the 1th payment instrument; 

the level of output produced, to capture scale effects; 

vector of all other payment instruments prnduced by tlie firm, to 
capture scope effects or complimentarities in production; and 

t1 "' technological changes not already embodied in the unit cost of 
capital (Pkt>• 

The supply function in (4) is entirely technologically determined, except for the 

markup factor m, We will say that the producer is flsubsidizing., the <ISe of payment 

instrument i if m < l, and "taxing" its use it m > 1. 

Given the ootational framework of the demand and snpply relations (I) to 

(4), we may now more clearly state our central thesis. To date, the electronics 

revolution in payments has not arrived because institntional factors have dominated 

the technological determinants of the user price of pay..ents instruments, In parti

cular, the influences of high handling costs (MHC) and high float transfer payments 
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on checks and credit cards {YIP), which are not offset by differentiated merchant 

charges (MHFC), hsve dominated the influences of scale economies (Q1), scope 

economies (Qj), and embodied and disembodied technological change (Pki and ti). 

Moreover, the marketplace is likely to remain this way until the emergence of 

interstate banking, Interstate banking will help induce the electronic revolution 

by (1) reducing float transfer payments (FTP} by speeding check collection (by 

reducing,½_ on checks), and (2) introduce check truncation and electronic check 

collection on a widespread basis, so that ACR scale and scope economies can be 

exploited (increasing electronic Qi and Qj). In addition, large interstate 

banks may internalize some of the externalities of altering the public's non-elec

tronic habits by (3) temporarily subsidizing electronic payuents at the expense 

of non-electronic payment methods (by reducing Ill on electronics and raising tl 

on checks and credit cards), and (4) give direct financial incentives to merchants 

to install POS systems and to price-differentiate among customers using different 

payments methods (increase MHFC on checks and credit cards and reduce it on cash, 

POS, ACH and ATM). The remainder of this paper more fully describes the techno

logical and institutional determinants of payments usage and how institutional 

changes can affect usage patterns in the future. 

III. User Prices and Social Costs of Payments in Today's Institutional Environment. 

This section gives estimates of the user prices and social costs of the 

major payments instruments. We·show the prospects for changes in costs due to 

exploitation of scale economies, given the current environment. We also demonstrate 

how the legal status of check payments and the structure of the banking industry 

have combined to make check float a primary determinant of payments patterns in 

the United States. 
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Three important conclusions are drawn from this analysis. First, 

checks are used too frequently because of the float benefits that accrue to 

users. ACH payments use about one half the real resources used by check payments, 

so that substitution of ACH for checks is in the public interest. Second, even 

when only "back-office~ operations are considered, ACH unit processing costs would 

likely be substantially lower than check unit processing coats if a substantial 

proportion of checks were truncated, indicating that truncation is io the public 

interest, Third, neither of these changes are likely to occur in the current 

institutional environment, The vast majority of consumers are unlikely to replace 

checks with electronic payments as long as check float is protected by statute 

and inter-bank negotiation on float reduction is effectively blocked by the costs 

of negotiation among the very large number of institutions which sopply payments 

services. Check truncation and electronic funds collection via ACH is unlikely to 

occur on a widespread basis because each bank's checks would have to be truncated 

by a large number of relatively small processors, given the current structure of 

the banking industry. 

A. User Price Versus Social Cost of Payments Instruments. 

Table 2 shows the estimated real resource and transfer payment costs 

for each of the major payment methods. The real resource cost estimates shown 

here include all production and processing costs. However, the important point 

to note is that these real ei<penditures are of only secondary importance fnr 

1Jl0St transactions. For both checks and cash, which account for 99 percent of all 

transactions, the transfer payments involved outweigh the real resource costs. A 

critical difference is that cash users EL this transfer payment (to the govern

ment) while check users receive this transfer payment (from payees), ln either 

case, there has been a substantial wedge driven between the private and the 



Table 2 

User Prices and Social Cons of Different Payment Instruments 
(1983: $ millions) 

Float Con Opportunity Total Total 
Type of (negative Cost of User Social 
Payme:it Production Processing sign for Holding ldle Charge.sl Costs 

Instrument Cost Cost benefit) Funds (l!nit Price) (Unit Cost) 

Non-Electronic 

Cash $327 $7,195 0 $13,604 s20,64a2 $7,522 
($.18} ($.07) 

Checks 1,250 25,828 -$33, 000 o3 -5,922 27,078 
(-$.H) ($.68) 

Credit Cards 

Money Orders 

Travelers Cks. 

Electronic 

AOH 0 137 -6 0 131 137 
($.33) ($. 34) 

ATil 0 

,os 0 

Wire Transfers 0 297 5 302 297 
($5.30) {$5.21) 

lThe supplier prices are assumed to equal unit costs, Le., the 111111.tiplicative mark.up 
m ~ 1. The user charges and unit prices of the different payment :instruments reflect 
all handling costs and float benefits attainable to each instrument, even though 
these costs may be recognized by mercba11ts in the price they charge. 

2Thls figure excludes the government production cost of $327 million and the portion of 
processing cost borne by the Federal Reserve, $151 million, both of "1hich are provided 
free. The remaining private-sector costs are assumed to be passed onto cash custoa,ars 
through higher prices. 

3The cost r,f holding funds earning little or no interest in a checkin;; account is 
assumed to be soft-dollar payment for services, and is therefore already included 
under prr:>duction and processing costs. 
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social costs of e payments transaction with these two insti:umente, Theee 

wedges lead to "market failure" and encourage overuse of checks and undei:use 

of cash from a social viewpoint. 

Because of check float, the imputed user price is -15 cents per check 

transaction, as opposed to 33 cente for ACK, indicating that, on average, a user 

is paid 48 cents for using a check instead of an ACH transaction. This is despite 

the fact that check transactions are twice as costly in terms of real resources, 

68 cents for checks versus 34 cents for ACH, Similar results would no doubt hold 

for a comparison of checks with other electroolc alternatives, such as POS. As a 

result, it is difficult to believe that technological change, which can at best 

only reduce the coat of electronic payments to eome lower positive level, will be 

the sole determining factor in inducing users to voluntarily ,shift away from 

checks to electronics. 

In addition to any technological developments, institutional changes 

will be required to offset the float benefits of check writing before significant 

substitution will occur. Evidence on the (lack of) substitution into electronics 

to date substantiates this claim. Electronic payments have captured the (small) 

market share they have because the users have received some compensation for 

substituting electronics for checks, credit cards, or cash. The Corporate trade 

Payment ACR program works only because the participants are ahle to retain their 

estimated distribution of check float benefits while using electronic payments. 

In terms of our model, the Merchant Handling and Float Charge (MHFC) would have to 

be reduced for AGH and raised for checks to cover the float costs involved (FTP). 

POS and ATM use in bill payment has been associated with price discounts (e,g., 

POS use in gas stations) or increased convenience and postage cost savings 

(e.g., ATM use in bill payments). These inducements resemble reductions in 
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electronic MHFC with an increase in check or credit card MHFC. The substitution 

of an ATM or CD cash withdra"al for an "on us" check written for cash at a bank 

branch office has occurred because of an increase in convenience due to i111proved 

hours or shorter teller lines, which is similar to a decrease in the distance to a 

bank branch (DIS). 

The largest single user of ACH--the U.S. government, which accounts 

for about 60 percent of current ACil volume--uses it not heca~se of direct savings, 

but because of the social benefits involved. Although this is stretching the 

point, we may think of the government as a rational consumer, setting its own 

merchant charge on checks equal to the float transfer payment, so that transfer 

payments from taxpayers to government income recipients are ignored in decision 

making. Dudley's (1884) analysis of the government's ACH direct deposit program 

supports these conclusions, finding that government ACH is socially beneficial 

and that the user price of checks to the government is negative, as was the case 

for all check usage in Table 2. The real resource costs of government payments 

are 27 cents for an ACH direct deposit and 40 cents for a check payment. However, 

the government gives up 66 cents in check float for each tra.:isfer made by ACH 

direct deposit, so that the user price of a check is -26 cents {40 cents in 

real resource costs less 66 cents in check float benefits). Thus, it "costs" 

the government 53 cents per payment via direct deposit, 27 cents less -26 cents, 

which it pays for the purpose of increasing social welfare. These estimates of 

user price and social costs between checks and ACH for one i~portant user 

mirror the estimates for all users shown in Table 2, 

B. Technologicsl Determinant of User Prices: Scale Economies in Processing 
Non-Electronic and Electronic Payments. 

The question arises as to whether technologically-induced changes in 

costs can change prices enough to induce significant payenents substitution by users. 
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In the discussion below, we concentrate of necessity on scale economies, rather 

than scope economies or future technological innovations, as little information 

exists on the latter categories. However, as will he seen, even if improving 

techniques are heavily biased towards electronic payments instuments, large scale 

user substitution seems unlikely without institutional changes. 

Cash Processing Scale Economies. Cash processing operations at Federal 

Reserve offices, the only group of processors for which data are available, were 

shown to experience scale economies at low processing volumes but scale disecono

mies at higher volumes (Zimmerman, 19Sl). Federal Reserve coin and currency 

processing operations are (largely) provided without charge to users as a "free" 

central bank service. However, this subsidy of $151 million plus the subsidy of 

$327 million in production costs from the U.S. Treasury together are too small to 

substantially offset the opportunity cost tax on holding idle cash balances of ov..r 

$13 billion, Private sector cash handling and processing costs, on the other 

hand, presumably are passed on to users, Assuming that private sector processing 

techniques have properties similar to those of the Federal Reserve, it appears 

unlikely that significant cash price changes will occur as a result of scale 

economies in the future. 

Check Processing Scale Economies. Estimates of Federal Reserve check 

processing costs, using a translog cost function, suggested a U-shsped average cost 

curve prior to the pricing of this service (Humphrey, 1981, Zimmerman, 1981). 

Disecono:nies of scale prevailed at the majority of Federal Reserve offices. Pricing 

this service led to an overall reduction of 25 percent in market share from 1981 

to 1983 and, subsequently, the Federal Reserve egperienced constant average costs 

(near the bottom of the U) at each of its 48 offices (Humphrey, forthcoming). No 

scale economy estimates exist for the private sector's check·operations, which 
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processes about 70 percent of all checks written (including "on ns~ che"-ks); 

However, the same produ"-tion te"-hniques are used by both Federal Reserve and cor

respondent banks so that it is reasonable to assume that the private se"-tor also 

experiences constant costs. Therefore, "-heck nnit coat "-hanges that substantially 

offset the user price advantage due to che"-k float are unlikely in the future. 

ACH Scale Economies. Estimates of ACH scale economies have used a 

translog cost function with five sets of annual cross-section data on Federal 

Reserve processing costs, ex"-luding certain fixed expenditures. Over the five 

year period 1978-1982, these estiu1Stions produced SCE values ranging from .70 to 

,80, where SCE g 8luC/OlnQ, the cost elasticity of output or marginal cost 

divided by average cost. The annual estimates had an average of . 75 and were 

all signifi"-antly different from 1.0, indicating statistically significant scale 

economies (Humphrey, 1984, pp. 63-6). 

The fact that scale economies exist in Federal Reserve ACH operations, 

coupled with the observation that some 95 per"-ent of current ACH volume is 

processed by 38 Federal Reserve offices across the nation, raises the possibility 

that ACH costs could be even further reduced in the long run if some Reserve 

Bank ACII. operations were consolidated with others. A long-run cost reduction 

can occur even though iu the short run such a consolidation may raise unit 

costs, due to transition "-Oats. By the saUll! logic, it is conceivable that new 

entrants into the ACH market, if they aiu for a large market share, could 

experien"-e lower unit costs than those now incurred at unconsolidated Federal 

Reserve ACH offices. Some simple and illustrative calculations have s~ggested 

that current ACM processing costs could be significantly_ reduced in the long-run-

by perhaps upwards to 50 percent--if consolidation were to occur (Humphrey, forth

coming). The important point here is that scale economies by themselves need not 
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be an important harrier to entry if the existing supplier is not taking full 

advantage of these economies by consolidating operations. The traditional barrier 

to entry argument assumes that the moat cost-effective production configuration 

is always being used while recent new entry into ACH processing suggests that 

this may not now be the case. 

No data exist on scale economies for non-Federal Reserve ACH costs 

(two-thirds of total user ACH costs). However, most of these costs are incurred 

directly by the payor-users, It seems likely that the Federal Reserve estimates 

of scale economies in ACH processing given above overstate the degree of scale 

economy for ACH as a whole, since most of any future widespread expansion of use 

would be by increasing the number of payor-users, rather than increasing the 

scale of use for individual payors. These results suggest that scale economies 

or other technological cost reductions are unlikely to substantially offset the 

average 48 cents advantage that check users currently enjoy over ACH users. 

Wire Transfer Scale Economies. Constant average costs were the general 

rule for FedWire transfers when a translog cost function was applied to cross

section data for 1979. At only 4 of the 36 Federal Reserve offices which proces~ 

wire transfers were the SCE esti111ates aignificantly different from 1,0; 98 perce~t 

of the wire transfers were processed at offices experiencing constant average 

costs. When all offices were restricted to have the sa:ro.e SCE, the SCE ranged 

from .97 to 1.04 for three years 1977-1979! and none of these annual estimstea 

were significantly different fron constant average costs {Humphrey, 1982). 

Data do not exist to estimate the SCEs that apply to wire transfer 

networks operated by the private sector, CHIPS, the largest private sector 

network, processes half the transaction volume of FedWire and two-thirds of the 

dollar value. Other networks, such as CashWire and CHESS, are very small and can 
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be safely neglected at this time, SWIFT and BsnkWire are message ~ransfer 

networks that rely primarily on Fed~ire and CHIPS to obtain the correspondent 

balances used to transfer funds in accordance with the messages se~t. 

As, discussed above, the only suitable substitute for most wire 

transfers is the Corporate Trade Payments ACH, Currently, ACR is iramstically 

cheaper than wire transfers, $.)4 versus over $5, and the differen~e appears 

likely to widen, if anything, so that we might expect some substit~tion from 

"1ire transfer to CTP ACH over time. 

ATM and POS Scale Economies, Estimated scale econor.rles in automated 

teller machines are significant. Walker (1978, 1980) estimated ATlf SGEs to be 

.26 to .50, both significantly different from 1.0.2 Recall, however, that 98 to 

99 percent of all AThl transactions are not bill payments but refle,ct cash 

withdrawal (76%), account deposits (19%), or account transfer operations (4%), 

The I to 2 percent of ATM transactions which represent bill payments lead 

either to an ACH payment by the customer's bank or the bank simply cuts a check 

and a.ails it for the customer. Thus the ATM is a device for conattner electronic 

access to an ACH electronic payment or, more typically at present, just another 

way to initiate a paper check. 

No real empirical analysis has been performed on the degree of scale 

econo.nies in POS use, although the popular press and knowledgeable banking 

sources assert that such economies exist. At this point, the volunes of POS 

transactions are so small (estimated to be only XXX thousand in all. of 1984) 

that very little of a definitive nature can be said as to how cost5 will behave 

as volumes reach mature levels. 

It is useful to emphasize that ATM and POS systems typictlly are not 

in themselves complete electronic payment systems. Most POS systens allow 
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customers of different banking organizations to initiate a payment to, aay, a 

supermarket. The funds are then moved from the customer's bank to that of the 

supermarket by means of an ACH transfer. In the case of a proprietary POS 

system where only~ banking organization has acceaa, the POS transaction "111 

likely be between the customer's and the supermarket's accounts at the same 

bank and no ACH transfer would need to be initiated (since the transfer is 

internal to one bank rather than external between two or more banks), 

C, ACE as a Substitute for Check Processing. 

Technologically induced changes in user prices are unlikely to be 

sufficient to overcome the current float-induced advantage of checks at the 

retail or user level. A remaining possiblility, however, is that ACR may be 

substituted for check collection at the wholesale or back-office level. Banks 

may find it cost-effective to truncate checka at the bank of first deposit or 

some other interne.diary (correspondent bank or the Federal Reserve) and have 

the payments processed, transported and collected via ACH. Check safekeeping 

by itself, i.e., truncation at the payor bank without processing and collection 

by ACH, would save payor banks an estimated $7 per year per customer in postage 

and handling expenses. 

Use of ACH in the interbank collection process offers an additional 

possibility of savings. In 1983, the average variable processing cost for an 

ACH electronic funds transfer image at Federal Reserve offices was 4.7 cents. 

The Federal Reserve'a average variable cost of processing and transporting a 

paper check item was 1.4 cents. To faciliate compat1son of AGH and conventional 

processing, transportation, and collection, we assume. that each of the 2.74 

handlings that correspondent banks and Federal Reserve offices make on the 

average transit check cost 1.4 cents. We also assume that additional paper 
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check handling costs will be l cent for the bank of first deposit prior to 

truncation. Using these figures and the ACH and check processing scale economy 

figures cited earlier, we find that check truncation with ACH funds collection 

wooJcld be cheaper for the average transit item with only a modest increase in 

average ACH volume per office (from the current 13 million items per year to 15 

million items per year). Thus, only a modest increase in current volume or 

consolidation of Federal Reserve offices (which may reduce costs by up to 50 

percent) is requi~ed to make check truncation and collection via ACH cost-effective 

for most transit items. 

Although check truncation and electronic collection is rapidly becoming 

coat-effective in terms of real resources, it ia unlikely to occur on a widespread 

basis in the near future without institutional change. While collecting banks 

would save resources, payor banks (and/or their customers) would give up some 

float benefits and the legal right to inspect the item and verify the signature 

prior to payment. As shown below, the current structure of the U.S. banking indus

try makes the negotiation costs required to arrange truncation prohibitively high. 

D. Institutional Determinants of Payments Usage: The Check Float Barrier. 

Float exists because all payments instruments do not involve the instan

taneous or "same day" transfer of good or final funds between payor and payee. 

Payment instruments which generate little or no float for the payor are cash, 

money orders, travelers checks, ACH, wire transfer, POS, and ATM bill payments. 

Cash, money orders and travelers checks in fact cause a loss of float by both the 

payor and payee that is recovered by the issuer. For our purposes, all of these 

will be considered to be "no float" payment instruments since the pay or generally 

gains no float advantage and uses them for other reasons. 

Checks sud credit cards, in contrast, embody substantial amounts of 
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payor float, Float gaina to payors, of course, are exactly offset by float 

losses by payees so float is a transfer payment. Unfortunately, real resources 

are spent to influence the distributioo of thie transfer payment. Payoni 

spend extra resources to disburse checks from points remote to the payee (or the 

payee's collecting bank) to increase mail plus interbank float, the total time 

between when the payor sends the check and presentment occurs at the payor bank 

for payment in final funds. In response, payees and collecting banks spend 

extra resources to offset these payor strategies by reducing their processing 

and collection times through the use of costly expedited collection proredures 

(c.f., use of special ground or air couriers in place of slower but less costly 

regularly scheduled bus, truck, rail, aud air transportation alternatives), 

The problem of check float is unique to the United States among 

developed economies. This is due to historical differences in institutional 

evolution. Other nations either do not rely heavily on checks for transactions 

or, if checks are heavily used, have solved the problem of float by negotiation 

among the banks supplying this service. 

In most European countries, the giro system has evolved in place of 

what would otherwise have been the checking system. A giro payment is a credit 

transfer between the accounts of the payot and payee, which are typically located 

at a post office. In a giro system, float doee not occur because the payot's 

account is debited and the amount is ctedited to the payee account simultaneously, 

Thus, payment processing and collection occur st the same time. A giro is similar 

to an ACH credit transfer in the U.S .. Toe closest check equivalent to a giro is 

an on-us item, where debiting and crediting take place the same day, Ho~ever, 

the payor still generally earns float on an on-us item, since payment is usually 

considered completed when the check is transmitted to the payee which is often one 

! 
l 
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day in advance of the check's deposit at the bank or, if deposited the same day, 

the payee's account may not be credited until the next day. 

lo Japan, on the other hand, cash and electronics are both 1110re 

heavily used. Until recently, workers were usually paid in cash. The current 

trend is toward using a system of transfers on magnetic tape handled by the 

Tokyo clearinghouse, similar to direct-deposit ACH, The dominant form of non-cash 

transaction in Japan is the direct debit, where individual payors may transfer 

funds directly into the payee's account nsing a private-sector wire system (the 

Zeogin), Checks sod giro transfers are used on~y by businesses. The one exception 

to the Japanese rule of little or no float is an increasing use of credit cards. 

We now turn-to a comparison of the U.S. system with the Canadian system, 

Both of the·se countries rely hesvily on check trnsge for retail payments, but have 

evolved a substantially different treatment for float. 

Check float results because checks are essentially sight drafts 

subject to signature verification prior to payment and because it takes time to 

receive, process, and transport a check for presentment and signature verification 

at the payor bank. ln the U.S., the collection and verification process has 

evolved historically with few major changes, other than those aimed at staodsrdizing 

the size of the check, the placement of the payment order information, and the 

magnetic ink encoding of the payor bank and customer account number. All these 

changes have speeded up the processing, collection, and presentment process but 

substantial payor float still remains. The rights and liabilities governing 

checks are extensively covered in the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), while those 

pertaining to electronic payments are legally less clear because of the relative 

newness of these types of payments. 

lo Canada, which has about the same relative use of checks as the 
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U.S., payor float has been virtually eliminated. For checks written by consumers, 

the major Canadian banks have negotiated away much of what would otherwise be payer 

benefits from check use by agreeing that consumer (not business) checks drawn 

on one another will be paid on a same-day basis, even though settlement between 

the banks occurs the next day. For large-dollar business checks, float costs are 

assessed on the payer (not on the payee as in the U.S.). These negotiated 

arrangements were made possible because: 

1) The Canadian banking system is very concentrated--five major banks 
operating nationwide account for more than 90 percent of total banking 
assets; 

2) This concentration is relatively even in different regions since an 
extensive national branching network exists for these five banks; and 

3) the major banks have roughly equal shares of the consumer deposit market, 
and therefore, the check lllBrket. 

The first condition implies that negotiation and coordination costs 

among the Canadian banks will be relatively low compared to the U.S. where 

negotiation among 3,283 banks would be necessary to cover 90 percent of 

U.S. banking assets.3 Negotiation is necessary since each bank offering same-day 

funds availability incurs float costs that could only be offset by the reciprocation 

of other banks. The first condition, also means that more "on-ue checks will 

exist. This is where e psyee deposits a check at the same bank that the payor 

has drawn the check on. On-us checks, about 30 percent of all checks, do not 

require any processing past the bank of first deposit since the funds transfer 

ls not between different accounts at different banks but between different 

accounts et the same bank. 

The second condition, the geographical dispersion of Canadian banks, 

also permits transit items, those checks drawn on other institutions, to be 

collected overnight at low coat. This is made possible because presentment for 
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collection at any branch office of a bank is permitted, even if the payor's 

account is physically located at a branch office distant from where the check 

was deposited, 

In the U.S., on the other hand, interstate and intrastate bank branch

ing prohibitions and regulations requiring presentment at each of 15,023 head 

offices or 40,808 branchea of these banks make for a slow, cumbersome and e,q>ensive 

system of e,c;changes. Each transit item in the U.S. is handled an average of 2.74 

times, and the Federal Reserve has found it necessary to establish 48 check 

processing offices nationwide, since no commercial bank may branch nationwide. 

The importance of the third condition, equal shares, is that the principals 

to the negotiation have roughly equal stakes in its success, The overall loss in 

float benefits by one bank's retail payor customers, through a same-day debit 

to their account for the checks they wrote to payees of different banks, is 

basically offset by the improved availability these custolllers receive when 

they are payees and deposit checks drawn on other institutions. The customers of 

one bank are not disadvantaged relative to customers at another bank, 

The Canadian negotiated solution to the check float problem is not 

unlike that of the new ACH Corporate Trade Payment {CTP) program in the U.S. 

today. When only a few payors and payees are involved, and especially when any 

real resource cost savings can be captured by these same parties, there has 

been sucessful negotiation regarding the benefits of check float among the 

participants enabling them to substitute cost effective ACH payments for checks. 

In the CTP program, the participants have: 

1) Calculated the average float obtained from check disbursements between 
themselves; 

2) Agreed to alter their trade credit terms to one another to offset the 
float benefits lost by using ACH transfers in place of checks; and 
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3) Saved real resources by automating their internal processing of accounts 
payable and receivable by placing accounting, invoice, and posting 
information in the addenda records to ACH payment filea.4 

Wbile ACH processing of payment information can be cheaper than writing, disburs

ing, and othendse handling checks, as seen in Table 2 above, this is not where 

significant real resources are saved, The important savings come from automating 

the other related payment/accounting/posting operations associated with the 

complete-processing of payment information. The CTP program does not substan

tially alter the current distribution of check float benefits between payee and 

payor so that institutional change could occur. 

In sum, the evidence presented in this section haa shown that the 

existence of large amounts of check float encourages the overuse of checks. 

This incentive is unlikely to be reversed by technological change since 

the real resource costs ate leas than the float benefits of check usage. Check 

truncation with electronic collection via ACH is a possible socially beneficial 

substitution of electronics for checks at the ~back-office" level which requires 

no or only a suall change in consumer behavior, However, this is unlikely to 

occur without institutional changes within the banking industry which will make 

a negotiated settlement of interbank float costs and benefits cost-effective and 

where the otherwise external benefits can be internalized. Finally, the problem 

of check float is unique to the U.S. Other nations (Europe, Japan) do not use 

checks so fteqnentl! and Canada, which is dominated by a few large, nationwide 

banks, has solved the problem through interbank negotiation. Again, such 

negotiation seeotS unlikely in the U.S. given the present institutional structure. 

IV. Types of Institutional Changes That May Lead to Increased Use of Electronic 
Payments ~ithout Interstate Banking. 

-In this section, we examine institutional changes that could induce 

significant substituion into electronic payments, without requiring a change in 

r 
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the current banking structure (which is covered in the next section}. Four 

possible institutional changes are: 

(1) Change the legal rights and liabilities regarding check payments, 
so that check payors (or their banks) could be chsrged directly by 
psyees or collecting banks for the processing and collection 
float they create by using checks; 

(2) Widespread adoption of merchant handling and float charges 
differentiated by payment form, especially surcharges for 
checks and credit cards. This would reduce or eliminste 
the current cross-subsidizstion of check and credit card users 
through higher and undifferentiated prices to all consumers 
regardless of the payment method used; 

(3) Widespread installation of POS systems by meuhants to faciliate 
the use of debit cards in place of cash, checks, credit cards, 
money orders, and travelers checks; and 

(4) Adoption, by businesses, of the ACH Corporate Trade Payments 
program for most business-to-business paymeuts, where the 
distribution of check float benefits are unchanged but the 
cost-reducing benefits of electronic payments can still be 
realized, 

Tbe first institutional change would affect all check payments by all 

types of users, the second and third changes would affect consumer payments to 

busiuess, which account for 49 percent of all check payments, and the fourth 

institutional change would impact business-to-business payments which account for 

23 percent of check payments-see Figure I. 

Looked at from another perspective, all the listed institutional 

changes except the fourth involve a redistribution of float costs. In the 

first change, payee check £lost expenses are shifted to the eheck payor, reducing 

the float benefits of check use. In the secoud case, check and credit card float 

costs are redistributed away from payors using cssh and other "no float" payment 

methods to the check and credit card payors who create the float. Similarly, 

when flost is not priced in the market place, the third institutional change, 

making POS mote easily available, eliminates the float benefits to check writers 
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and credit card users who switch to POS and distributes these benefits (actually 

removes the associated costs) to all users of no float instruments. 

Changing the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). Changing the UCC to 

charge payors (or payor banks) for interbank float would reduce, but not elimi

nate, the float incentives for writing checks. Use of checks would continue to 

create mail float a:.d float from payee delay in depositing the checks. In 

terms of our demand and supply model, equations {l) - (4), this adjustment to 

the UCC would reduce the float transfer payment on checks, (FTP) from payees to 

payors. This would reduce the prices of goods and services (P(M)), by merchants 

who do not price differentiate by payment means, which would also reduce the 

subsidy to check users financed by the tax on non-check useis. 

When Federal Reserve payment services were being priced, in response 

to the Monetary Control Act of 1980 (MCA), serious thought was given to assessing 

payer banks the float costs absorbed by Reserve Banks in processing and collecting 

checks. Federal Reserve float had reached a maximum of $6.5 billion a day in 

1979, with an opportunity cost of $770 million a year to federal taxpayers. This 

is small compared to recent estimates of total daily check float (which includes 

mail float, payee delay in depositing checks, delays in bank collection, and 

Federal Reserve float) of $380 billion (Dudley, 1983, P• 11), with an opportunity 

cost of $33 billion a year (see Table 2), Nevertheless, charging the payor for 

Federal Reserve float would have provided a strong and direct stimulus for certain 

check users, primarily businesses who write checks for relatively lsrge dollar 

amounts, to develop and utilize alternative electronic payment methods. 

Unfortunately, after extensive legal analysis, it was concluded that 

a sufficiently strong legal case could not be made for charging the payors, This 

was inspite of the fact that a strong economic argument could be made for charging 
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the payor as the float's beneficiary. The UCC, as written and interpreted by the 

courts, instead supported a float cost charge on the collecting bank (and payee), 

not on the paying bank (and payor). From a legal point of view, Reserve Banks 

were seen to be providing a processing and collection service to the collecting 

bank, not the paying bank, so the legal rationale for shifting float costs to 

payors was weak,5 Psst efforts to alter the UCC regarding different issues 

suggest that any attempts to expressly permit collecting banks to charge payors 

the cost of check float would be very difficult to achieve. While changing 

the UCC would be the IllOSt straightforward method to remove the ~edge between 

the user and social costs of checks to correct this msrket failure, it is 

unlikely to be sucessful, especially considering the pressure which would be 

brought to bear by those who currently benefit from float, 

Changing Retail Pricing Practices. For large dollar inter-corporate 

or financial transactions, it is customsry to negotiate the method and timing 

of payment. For small-to-moderate dollar value retail transactions, however, 

another custom has evolved. For these transactions, the cost of direct negotia

tion is prohibitively high and price diffetentiation by payment means is viewed 

as competitively disadvantageous, so merchants have chosen to fold their float 

costs and payment handling coats into a single price for the good or service 

being sold. 

The differences between float and handling cost for different payments 

instruments can be substantial. Firms that accept checks and credit cards for 

pal'lllent require greater working capital to finance the float they absorb and incur 

higher labor costs for the extra time spent in handling these transactions, For 

example, aupermsrkets must keep extra checkout lines staffed because validation 

of checks takes so much longer than cash. In addition, merchants that accept 
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provisional funds also bear more risk and often must psy outside agents (e.g. 

Telecheck, VISA) to absorb risk and handle some of the sdditional paperwork and 

payments processing. 

ln ten,s of our demand and supply model, merchants who do not price 

differentiate smong payment instruments set the merchant handling and float 

charge equal for all instruments: M!IFCi ~ MHFC for all i, and all customers 

pay P(M) ~ P(G&S) + MHFC. We assume that merchants attempt to pass all these 

costs forward at the margin to customers, so that MHFC is set to recover all 

marginal handling and float costs mu'C ~ I ni (MHCi + FTPtl, where ni is the 

proportion of customers using instrument i. 

To see the "market failure" in this arrangement, simply note that the 

merchant payees are not neutral with respect to the payee's choice of payment 

instrument. Merchants lose money, i.e., make less than a normal profit, on 

check and credit card customers and have to make it up with super-normal profits 

on cash and electronic payment payors. Without price differentiation by payment 

means or some other inducement, merchants cannot optimize over all the transactions. 

Instead, merchants "tax" customers 

using low-float, low-handling cost instruments like cash and electronics, where 

MHFC) MHC1 + FTP1, in order to subsidize users of high-float, high-handling cost 

instruments like checks and credit cards, where MHFC < MHCi + FTP1- M a result, 

payors are given an incorrect market signal to overuse these relatively costly 

payment fonns. 

We assume in our model that the float and handling costs of payment 

are ttassessedtt to customers in the form of higher prices. In fact, the 

.. incidence" of some of these costs may be absorbed by the merchant payees 

themselves or their suppliers. How much of the float costs and handling costs 



are ultimately passed forward to purchasers or backward to their suppliers 

deJ><!nds on the elasticities of demand and supply, both between the purchasers 

and the merchant and between the merchant sud his suppliers. In addition, 

merchants themselves are assessed float benefits when their suppliers, especially 

employees, accept (with indifference) payment by check. While no one has actually 

deterndned the true incidence of float and handling ta~es imposed by check and 

credit card use, it seems likely that 1) retail merchants have been assessed 

11tOre float and handling costs than they have assessed on their suppliers, and 

2) a large portion of the incidence of the net float and handling costs ate 

passed forward and reflected in retail prices. 

Out point is not that most or all of the retailer's handling and 

float costs have been passed on in price increases over time. It would in fact 

be efficient to pass all of the float costs on to the beneficiaries, the check 

and credit card users. Our point is that because these price increases have 

usually not discriminated between consumers who use different types of payment 

methods, purchases by cash or electronics are made more expensive since no 

float is obtained by payors to offset the price rise instituted by payees, In 

this sense, efficient payment method users have been cross-subsidiiing users of 

inefficient methods. Merchant pricing practices encourage the use of socially 

inefficient payment forma. 

Some investigation has been made into the relative costs of various 

pay;:ients methods. Unfortunately, in these discussions, the focus has only been on 

the relative real resource cost to merchants, NHC in our model (Board of Governors 

of the Federal Reserve Synem, 1983). Float costs borne by the merchant, (FTP), 

were not directly estimated. In addition, the costs o'f different payment 

methods to society as a whole were not ascertained, Only the merchant's costs 
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have been estimated, without regard to their assessment or incidence on payment 

users or supplier. 

Some price diffentiation by payment method occurs today but it is not 

widespread, Price discounts exist at some gas stations when cash is used rather 

than a credit card while other retail establishments refuse to accept checks or 

impose cumbersome credit verification procedures as nonprice barriers. Still 

other merchants apply minimum purchase requirements for check or credit cards. 

Many of the legal issues regarding premiums and discounts for users of different 

payment forms are as yet not fully resolved.6 

Expanding the Availability of POS. Point-of-Sale systems with debit 

cards have been in place for more than a decade now, but their use is still 

restricted. Only shout 100,000 POS terminals are in place nationwide. If POS 

terminals were made available to consumers on a widespread basis, there is a 

reasonable likelihood that these would be frequently used in place of cash, checks, 

and credit cards. ln terms of our demand and supply model, making POS available 

is equivalent to lowering its supply price, P(S), from its current infinite level 

(when it 1s not available) to a level more or less in line with unit costs. 

The problem with setting up POS systems with widespread consumer access 

is that the benefits are spread over a large number of banks and stores. Interna

lizing these external benefits properly requires negotiation among these many 

participants. Difficulty of negotiation and uncertainty of use has prevented 

widespread diffusion of this technology to dste. 

Given today's banking structure, the logical choices for organizing 

POS networks are either interstate-branching chains of retail outlets, such as 

7-11 stores, or payment service corporations such as VISA. Such networks may 

have liJllited success, however, There is a danger that individual banks who 
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control the customer accounts may try to extract too much reot from the system by 

raising fees for its use, A similar pattern seems to be occuring presently, 

where some banks are charging a 75 cent fee to customers for using their ATM cards 

at another bank's terminal. As long as banks continue to have monopoly access to 

Federal Reserve payment settlement facilities, their negotiated cooperation will 

be required for any expansion of electronic payments to be successful. As long 

as the present banking structure remains, there will always be such difficulties 

of agreement. 

Changing Business Payment Practices. Business use of electronic pay

aents via the ACH through the Corporate Trade Payments program has been encourag

ing. Participation in the program requires negotiation of tenns and requires that 

businesses run both a paper and an electronic payments/accounting system during 

the transition period. Nevertheless, the CTP program offers significant cost 

savings to all participants after a large nunber of business payments are converted. 

The problem is that the costs of converting to electronic disbursement and receipt 

of business payments and the costs of running a dual (paper and electronic) 

system during a long transition period are worthwhile only if they can be offset 

by actually receiving most business payments in electonic form. Therefore, most 

or all business payments will have to be in electronic form in order for each 

sender to effectively internalize what are now e~ternal benefits given to receivers. 

This will require a high participation rate by businesses in the CTP program. It 

is now too early to determine whether or not this condition will be met in either 

the near or the distant future. 

Of the four institutional changes discussed, only the last three have 

(in our judgement) a reasonable probability of future success. The CTP program 

is viewed to be the most likely future route of these three to substantially in-
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crease nse of electronic payments. While these changes may come about of their 

own accord, there is an additional institutional change which can by itself 

greatly e,q,and the use of electronic payments and, in addition, serve as a catalyst 

to induoe merchants to price diffentiste by payment instrument, to install POS 

systems, and help expand the CTP program. This change is interstate banking. 

V, Interstate Banking Structure and the Future Use of Electronic Payments. 

There are about 15,000 COllllllercial banks in the U.S., far more per 

capita than other nations, due to restrictions on within-state and interstate 

brancain;,;.7 Canada has only one one-hundredth the bank density of the U.S., 

with abeut one-tenth the population and deposits, but fewer than 15 domestically 

charterM. commercial banks. The next 10 to 15 years will likely bring an end 

to 111Uch of this disparity, primarily through mergers among existing U.S. institu

tions, as banking deregulation continues aud interstate banking becomes possible.8 

Limited regional interstate banking is in fact now underway in certain parts of 

the U.S. As well, the recent expansion of so-called "nonbank banks" across 

state lines is in part another expression interest in interstate branching of 

financial institutions.9 

This section explores the possible, and, in some cases likely, roles of 

interst~~e banking in the diffusion of electronic payments technology, The 

first anl surest result of interstate banking on electronic payments will be a 

reductio~ in the float benefits from checkwriting, as the banking industry 

becomes m,:,re concentrated, with larger and more geographically dispersed cor

responde:1t banks. Second, and of greater potential importance, is a widespread 

adoption of check truncation with interbank funds collection via ACH. This 

would substantially boost ACH processing output, allowing for exploitation of 

scale a:r:d scope economies. Of greatest importance in the latter category would 
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be cost reduction for the Corporate Trade Payments ACH program. Large interstate 

banks lllSY also internalize externalities better than current banks. They may 

encourage POS expansion, encourage merchants to price-differentiate by payments 

method, and encourage use of electronics by temporarily subsidizing electronics 

and taxing checks and credit cards. 

Reduction of Float. The large number of banks in the United States 

requires a complex and costly payments system. Of the roughly 40 billion checks 

deposited by bank customers annually, about 70 percent are items drawn on other 

banks. These must be physically sorted, transported and presented to one of 

the other 15,000 banks before funds are transferred to the collecting bank. As 

noted earlier, some collectors expedite this process at significant real resource 

cost in order to avoid overnight float costs while some payors invest real 

resources in attempts to delay paJ'lll(!nta and create check float benefits. The 

Federal Reserve, the nation's only unrestricted interstate "'correspondent bank"', 

maintains 48 offices located nationwide for processing, transporting, and 

clearing checks, and these offices compete with numerous regional correspondent 

banks and service bureaus. The typical externally processed check (checks 

other than on-us or local clearinghouse items) is handled 2.74 times, with the 

Federal Reserve participating in the handling of about one-half of these items. 

Bank mergers pursuant to interstate banking will significantly impact 

check processing markets because: 

• More checks will become "on-us"' or non-transit items es the 
banking industry becomes more concentrated with larger participants, 
so that fewer will require any external processing (being transfers 
among accounts within a single bank); and 

• Those items requiring external ptocessing-·trsnsfers between 
accounts located at different banks--will require fewer haudlings 
aa the larger and more geographically dispersed banks are able 
to transport and exchange items more efficiently through direct 
presentments and clearinghouse exchanges. 



A simple measure of the net impact of these two market changes is the 

reduction in Federal Reserve market share {an inverse measure of the private

oector share). Detailed, accurate data exist on current Federal Reserve volume, 

while little consistent information is available on the current characteristics 

and distribution of volumes acrosa different private-sector clearing arrangements, 

We therefore model the effect of interstate banking on the various components 

of the Federal Reserve's payment~ market share (Berger, Humphrey, and Frodin, 

1985)., These results are combined with independent information to infer the 

effect on private-sector clearing arrangements, so that all segments of the 

check payments market are covered. 

Three dimensions of banking market structure that will change under 

interstate banking that are relevant to the payments market are: 

1, Bank Deposit Concentration (measured by a Herfindahl index). 
More concentration will reduce the total number of externally 
processed {check plus electronic) payments, 

2. Bank Deposit Mass (measured by average bank deposits and average 
bank office deposits), Larger banks and larger bank offices can 
take better advantage of scale and scope economies in processing 
and transportation. 

3. Bank Geographical Dispersion {measured inversely by the proportion 
of all local banks' deposits that are located locally). Expanded 
branching into different locations can expedite incoming transportation 
snd expand use of local clearinghouse exchanges for out-of-town items, 

Our methodology uses existing cross-section dats on banking structure 

(concentration, mass, and dispersion) and Federal Reserve and non-Federal Reserve 

check volumes to predict how the nation's payments system will look under full 

interstate bank branching, assuming that conventional collection methods continue 

to be used. All the information is sorted by the 48 Federal Reserve check 

clearing zones to provide a cross-section data set, The endogeneous variables 

to be explained are the proportions of chocks deposited in each of 48 zones 
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that are drawn on hanks within and outside of the zone, and given these propor

tions, in which of the seven ways the checks will be cleared (five ways through 

the Federal Reserve plua two methods that do not use the Federal Reserve). 

Multinomial Conditional Logit methods are used to predict the probabilities that 

checks will be cleared in each of these seven ways as functions of the banking 

structure variables and some demographic indices. 

Several future interstate banking scenarios are simulated, each with 

its own implications for U.S. banking structure. The banking structures of 

California, New York State, and Canada are alternatively assumed to prevail in 

each of the 48 zones, with an allowance made in each case for some banks to 

operate on a nationwide basis. Siuulations of the estimated model with California, 

New York, and Canadian data produce estimates of Federal Reserve check volume 

losses of 43, 60, and 93 percent, respectively, The California simulation 

example, which we believe best represents the likely outcome of interstate 

banking, is combined with independent estimates of the breakdown between 

internally and externally processed items. 

The results provide some indication of the reduction in number of 

handlings and associated expenses that might result from interstate banking 

with conventional collection of check funds through presentment of the physical 

items st the payor bank. The large drop in the number of handlings implies a 

substantial reduction in interbank float. An upper bound to the reduction in 

the value of float benefits for checkwriters would be about $5 billion annually 

(out of $33 billion total check float). Tiris would increase the uset price of 

checks from -15 cents to -2 cents-see Table 2. This average increase of 13 

cents in the cost of check writing should lead to a decrease in the number of 

checl:s written. Thia would be especially true for large dollar items, which 
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are frequently written primarily to gain float benefits. 

C!teck Truncation with Electronic Collection. The institutional 

changes discussed thus far would increase the use of electronic payments by 

changing user prices to encourage substitution. Unfortunately, consumet habits 

and customs ate subject to considerable inertia that often requires population 

growth and shifts in the age structure of the population to overcome substantially. 

Our major thesis, simply put, is that the electronics revolution is most likely 

to begin at the "back office" level, with banks collecting check payment funds 

electronically through ACH, and that this first revolutionary step will not 

take place until interstate banking begins in esrnest.10 

The only change required of retail banking customers in this back-office 

revolution is that a substantial proportion accept check safekeeping (where can

celed checks are not returned to the payor). This requirement is likely to be 

met whether or not interstate banking occurs. Valley National Bank of Arizona, 

for example, bas convinced nearly half of its customers to accept safekeeping 

by convincing them of the increased convenience and safety of having the bank 

store their canceled checks and provide legal proof of payment (when needed), 

The $7 per customer per year estimated savings in handling and postage e,q>enses 

should provide sufficient incentives for banks to persuade their customers to 

accept safekeeping, by advertising its convenience to the consumer or by reducing 

fees. 

As discussed earlier, given that customers accept cheek safekeeping, 

interbank collection of funds by ACH is nearly as cost-effective as conventional 

collection of an average transit item today. Truncation is now cheaper currently 

for most transit items that require greater than average handling. Given the 

scale economies estimated for ACH and the constant average costs found for check 
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processing, if most or a11 transit checks were cleared today by ACH then check 

truncation would be very cost-effective. 

Nevertheless, check truncation using ACH is unlikely to occur in 

todays' institutional environment. The payor and his bank are required to give 

up float benefits and the right to inspect the iten and verify the signature. 

The structure of the banking industry makes negotiating away these benefits 

prohibitively expensive. Interstate banking will change this. As explained 

above, our empirical estimates sugge6t that the external processing of check 

payments will be concentrated into fewer, larger, and more geographically 

dispersed correspondent banks, with a reduction in the Federal Ii.eserve's role 

in check processing. These large correspondents can internalize the externalites 

and reduce negotiation costs for truncation. 

We envision more or less the following stylized form for interstate 

banking. Each correspondent correspondent and its respondents together will 

form an efficient network for payments collection and negotiation of float 

benefits and costs. The correspondent would negotiate one-on-one with each 

respondent on behalf of all its other respondents. The respondent will be 

asked (1) to offer cbeck safekeeping to its customers and (2) to allow all of 

its payor items collected through the correspondent to be truncated (either by 

the correspondent or another bank upstream in the collection flow). The respondeut 

would be debited and receive information on its payor items through ACH or receive 

a single daily debit to a correspondent account with the payment data delivered 

electronically or provided on a magnetic tape froo the correspondent. In exchange 

for giving up some float and legal rights on its payor items, the respondent 

would receive float and collection cost benefits of truncating or having !ta 

correspondent truncate the checks drawn on all reciprocating banks in addition 
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to the h<,nefits of check safekeeping. Assuming that the respondent has roughly 

equal values of payor and collection ite!IIS, it is neutral with respect to the 

net impact of the float redistribution and would agree to split the real resource 

savings of truncation between itself and the correspondent bank. Note that 

one-on-one negotiations between one correpondent and n individual respondents 

reduces the number of negotiated agreements needed by n(n-1)/2, for n ~ 2. 

The other half of this scenario concerns the agreements to truncate 

among correspondent banks, Ye envision correspondents agreeing bilaterally to 

electronic direct exchanges, truncating items drawn on each other, including 

the items of all their respondents. This would be similar to the current 

relations among Canadian banks, where agreements are made to exchange items 

overnight without creating float. A critical difference, however is that the 

U.S. system would be electronic while Canada may remain paper-based. The 

reason for this difference is that we envision the United States as continuing 

to have hundreds, if not thousands of banks, while Canada has fewer than 15 

domestically chartered banks. Electronics is only a cost-effective substitute 

for the more complex external handling of paper items required for U.S. banks, 

In addition, the physical exchange of items in Canada is relatively more efficient 

than in the U.S. because virtually all Canadian bank branches lie in the compact, 

100-mile wide geographical interval congruent to the U.S., whereas U.S. banks 

are spread over a considerably wider north-south interval of the same length. 

A further possibility that would complete a nationwide systera of trun

cation and electronic check collection would be a set of national correspondent 

banks. A group of perhaps 10 to 15 "nationwide" banks would have at least one 

representative in each city's electronic clearinghouse. These national corres

pondent banks would form a network overlaying the other correspondent networks. 
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Bach regional correspondent would agree to truncation arrangements with st 

least one of these national correspondent banks. These national correspondent 

banks in turn would reach truncation agreements among themselves. This completes 

a system in which almost every bank could truncate items or have its correspo~dent 

bank truncate items drawn on almost evety bank in the United States. 

Other Impacts of Interstate Banking on the Use of Electronic Payments. 

There are several ways in which interstate banking might also promote the retail 

use of electronic payments, First, as mentioned earlier, the difficulty with 

widespread installation of POS systems is the required negotiation between many 

banks and retail outlets. Interstate banking could substantially reduce this 

problem, Large, well-branched banks could simply set up their own systems and 

franchise their access to smaller banks. 

Second; large interstate banks may internalize some of the externalities 

of the current market failure in payments pricing and induce merchants to differ

entiate prices by payment method. Banks may do so directly by offering genetally 

lower fees to merchants who price-differentiate as a subsidy. Alternatively, 

banks may adjust their fee schedules for processing merchants' payments, so 

that cash and electronic payments are processed and sold for less than cost and 

checks and credit cards are processed and sold for higher than cost. This 

would accentuate the merchants' opportunity costs of uniform pricing, 

Finally, large interstate banks way become sufficiently far-sighted 

to encourage the electronics revolution at the retail customer level by sub

sidizing electronic payments like POS and financing the subsidy by a "tax" on 

checks and credit cards, In terms of our demand and supplr model, banks would 

set· the multiplic!ltive markup factot m < 1 on POS and m > 1 on checks and 

credit cards. Currently, m < I almost universally on checks and credit cards 
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and often m ~ o. This occurs when banks do not charge per-transaction fees 

adequate to cover costs, but 111ake up the losses on balance requirements or 

periodic fees, This encourages overuse of checks and credit cards by those who 

have them. Large interstate banks would likely correct this under-pricing and 

perhaps even over-price check and credit card transactions in the short run in 

the interest of long-run efficiency, 



Footnotes 

I. Occasionally, checks are used for high value transactions, as also occurs 
in the ACH. The classification shown is meant to be general, and not cover 
every case which has occurred. 

2. Walker (1980) estimated both a log-linear total cost equation and a cubic 
equation (not in logs). The log linear version assumed that the SCE was a 
constant at all output levels and gave SCE m .26. The unlogged cubic 
equation gave SCE • .49 when evaluated at the mean of the data set. 

3. The extreme disaggregation of the U.S. banking system is illustrated by 
noting that the largest bank only accounts for 4 percent of total 
domestic U.S. banking assets, the largest 14 banks account for 25 percent 
of banking assets, while it takes 78 banks to account for 50 perce?t of assets. 

4. Normal ACH payment information contains only the identification of the 
paying aud receiving financial institution along with the date and amount 
of the payment. ln the CTP program, additional information on the corporate 
paying and receiving institutions are added, such as the a1:10unt and number 
of different invoices for which total payment is being made and other 
information regarding trade credit, late delivery, and returned goods which 
affect the payment value. 

5. A different legal interpretation, however, may hold when paying banks return 
checks to payees because of insuffiCient funds in the payor's account. Here 
Reserve Banks are providing a service at the request of the paying bank, 
so that both return item processing fees and float costs could in principle 
be assessed on the paying bank, Over l percent of all checks written are 
returned unpaid (some 85 percent of the returned checks are due to insuffi
cient funds in the payor's account). 

6, In 1984, it was illegal to assess a surcharge on purchases by credit card, 
although a price discount to noncredit card users was not prohibited. Today 
a surcharge is legal but is subject to Truth in Lending Act restrictions 
applying to finance changes and, for that reason, has been little used by 
merchants, In Congress, the Senate has passed a bill stipulating that price 
differences between users of different payment methods of up to 5 percent 
of the purchase price could exist without Truth in Lending Act restrictions. 
The House, however, is attempting to reinstitute the lapsed ban on surcharges. 
Thia controversy exists even though the effect on the relative prices faced 
by consumers would be the same with a surcharge for credit cards or a discount 
for other payment methods, Merchants, of course, favor the surcharge (since 
their advertised prices could stay the same or perhaps be lowered), while 
credit card issuers prefer the discount to a surcharge (since credit card 
users would not'be as explicitly penalized, although merchants would be 
required to raise all prices to offset the discount--a difficult thing to 
do in a competitive market). 

7. Along with mote than 14,000 commercial banks, there are 24,000 other types 
of depository institutions (savings and loan associations, mutual savings 
banks, and credit unions) which also participate in the payments system. 



8. Mergers have historically been preferred to de novo entry--establishing new 
coming) has shown that mergers have accountedfor 72 percent of the current 
size of the 20 largest U.S. banking organiiations. In this context, mergers 
between large banks are ,uore likely than mergers between small banks or 
between large and small banks so bank concentration, when it does increase, 
can increase rapidly. 

9. A Rnon-bank"' bank is a bank which does not take deposits (but instead uses 
equicy or nondeposit funds) or a bank which does not make commercial loans, 
Since the legal definition of a bank for purposes of the interstate banking 
restrictions concerns an institution which both takes deposits and makes 
commercial loans, institutions which do one but not the other a~not subject 
to interstate banking restrictions as currently written. 

10. Although still in the discussion stage, it is possible that widespread check 
truncation will occur prior to interstate banking. The Federal Reserve may 
begin truncating items at the Reserve Bank of last, and eventually first 
deposit using the current ACH network. Such a development, coordinated 
with the current AllA check truncation pilot program would have a major 
impact on electronic payments since around one-half of all checks requiring 
external processing are currently handled by the Federal Reserve. 
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